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Abstract: Bluetooth wireless technology system is the short-range communications technologies intended to replace its cables 

connecting portable or fixed devices while maintaining high level of security reason. The key features of that Bluetooth 

technologies robustness, low power, and low Coston it. The Bluetooth specification defines that uniformly structure for a 

wide range of devices to connect and communicate with each other devices. Bluetooth technology has achieved global 

acceptance of in such that any kind of Bluetooth enabled service device, almost everywhere is in the world, can connect to 

other Bluetooth enabled service devices in a proximity. Bluetooth enabled electronic devices that connect and communicate 

wirelessly through the shortage of ranges, ad hoc networks known as piconets. Each device can be a simultaneously 

communicates with up to seven of other devices within a single piconet. Each device can also belong to several piconets 

simultaneously. Piconets are established dynamically and automatically as Bluetooth enabled services devices enter and 

leaves a radio proximity. Most of the Bluetooth devices described as "Class 2". These have its range comparable to that of 

Wi-Fi, i.e., 100 m or 330 fts. With Bluetooth, shortest range is actually a benefit, because it may reduce the chances of 

interference between your Bluetooth service devices and those belongings to people of others. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

Bluetooth is a wireless technology System that is used to be transfer data between different electronic devices. The distance 

of data transmission is small in comparisons to other modes of wireless communication. These technologies eradicate the use of 

cords, cables, adapters permit that the electronic devices to that communicate wirelessly among each other. 

2. THE KEY FEATURE OF BLURTOOTH WIRELESS TEACHNOLOGY SYSTEM: 

 Complication at less 

 Consumption at less power 

 Cheaper rates are available 

 Robustness Bluetooth. 

Bluetooth wireless technology system is to permit hand free headset for incoming voice calls, ability to printing and fax, automatic 

synchronization for PDA.  

3. CLASSIFICATION OF BLUETOOTH WIRELESS TEACHNOLOGY SYSTEM: 

There are more types of Bluetooth wireless technology are available in markets which help consumers to that communicate 

wirelessly. Various types of Bluetooth devices are PC cards, radios, dongles, and headsets. Laptops and other Internet enabled 

equipment’s using Bluetooth technologies such as wireless mouse and keyboard to communicate wirelessly. Music players like 

iPods, music phones, or other MP3 players make used by stereo Bluetooth headphones. Links and Channel Management Protocols 

in a technology 

3.1. Layers of control 

So far, the physical channel there is a layering’s of links and channels and associated in a control protocol. This hierarchy of channels 

and links from the physical channel to be upwards is in a physical channel, physical link, logical transport, logical link and L2CAP 

channel in a technology. 

3.2. Links in physical 

So, within a physical channel, a physical links is formed between two devices that transmit packets in either direction in between 

them. In a piconet physically the channel that there are restrictions on which devices may Control form a physical link. There is a 

physical link between each slave and the masters. Physical links are not formed directly between the slaves in a piconet technologies. 
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3.3. Links in logical 

The physical link is to be used as a transport for one or more logical links that support unicast synchronous, asynchronous and 

isochronous traffic, and broadcast traffic. Traffic on logical links is that multiplexed onto its physical link by occupying slots that 

assigned by a scheduling function in to the resource manager of technology. 

3.4. Links in Manager Protocol (LMP): 

A control of protocol for the baseband and physical layers is carried over by a logical links in additional to user data. This is the 

link to be manager protocol (LMP). Devices that are active in a piconet have a default asynchronous connection-oriented logical 

transport that is used to transport that there is an LMP protocol signaling. For historical reasoning this is known as the ACL logical 

transport. The default ACL logical transport is the one that is created whenever a device joins a piconet.  

Additionally, logical transports that may be created to transport synchronous data streams when this is required. The link manager 

function uses LMP to control the operation of the devices in the piconet and provide services to manage the lower architectural 

layers (radio layer and baseband layer). The LMP protocol is only that carried on the default ACL logically transport and the default 

broadcast logical transport. 

3.5. Logical Link Control and Adaptation Protocol (L2CAP) 

Above the baseband in a layer the L2CAP layer provides a channel-based on abstraction to applications and services. It carried out 

segmentation and reassembly of application data and multiplexing and de-multiplexing of multiple channels over a shared logical 

link. L2CAP has a protocol control channel that is carried over the default of ACL logical transport. Application data is to be 

submitted to the L2CAP protocol may be carried on any logical link that supports the L2CAP protocol technology. 

3.6. Architectural Blocks into core 

This section would be describing that the function and responsibility of each of the blocks that Changes from V2.0 + EDR TO V2.1 

+ EDR technology. 

3.7. Bluetooth Architecture in device 

Several numbers of new features are introduced in wireless Bluetooth Core Specification. The major areas of improvement are: 

1. Data Reporting in erroneous 

2. Pause and Resume encrypt only 

3. Inquiry Response is to be extended 

4. Link in Supervision Timeout Changed Event  

5. Erroneous Data Reporting system 

The Erroneous is a Data Reporting configuration that parameter shall be used for SCO and eSCO connections only. These 

parameters determine if the Controller is required to be provide data to that Host for every eSCO interval, with the Packet of Status 

Flag in HCI Synchronous Data Packets should set accordingly to demand. 

3.8. Security (service level enforced security) wireless technology 

A Bluetooth wireless device in security mode 4 shall classify the security requirements of its services using at least the following 

attributes (in order of decreasing security): 

•Authenticated links key required 

•Unauthenticated links key required 

 •Required no Security 

An authentication link is the key is a link key that where either the numerical comparison, out of band or passkey entry simple 

pairing association of models were used. An authenticated link key has protection against attacks. To ensure that an authenticated 

link of key is created during the Simple Pairing procedure, the Authentication Requirements parameter that should be set to one of 

the Protection Required to be options.  

An unauthentically link key is a link key where the just works to Secure Simply Pairing association model was to used. An 

authentication link key does not have to protection against man-in-the-middle attacks in technologies.  
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A wireless Bluetooth device in a security mode four enforces its security requirements before it to seems attempt to be access 

services offered by the remote device and before it granted access to the services it offered to remote device connection model usage 

there are three wireless Bluetooth model: 

 Voice or data Access point. 

 Interconnects of peripheral. 

 Personal area networking. 

4. Applications: 

 Technology Implications in a Bluetooth 

 Wireless Bluetooth is a radio standard and a communications protocol - designing for a lower power of consumption, with 

a shortage of range (power class dependent in a 1 meter, 10 meters, 100 meters) based on an around low-cost transceiver microchips 

in each device. let’s these devices are communicating with each other when they are in range. Use a radio communications system, 

so they do not have to be in line of sight of each other’s, and it can even be in other rooms, so long as the received transmission is 

powerful enough to be survive. 

 Overview of Wireless Bluetooth characteristics technologies: In a Features of the Bluetooth technology It separates the 

frequency band into hops. This spread spectrum it is used to do hop from one in a channel to another, which adds to a strong layer 

of security.it is Up to eight devices can be networked in a piconet. Signals can be transmitted through the walls and briefcases, have 

been eliminated the need for line-of-sight. Do not need to be pointed at each other, as signals are omni-directional. Both synchronous 

and asynchronous applications are supported - easy to implement on a variety of devices and services governments of worldwide 

regulate it, so it is possible to utilize the same standard of technologies wherever one in a travel. 

5. List of applications in Bluetooth Technologies: 

 Wireless control of and communication between a cell phones and a hands-free headset or car kit   

 technology. 

 This was an earliest application to become popular. 

 Required Wireless networking between PCs in a confined space and where little bandwidth. 

 Wireless communications with PC input and output technology service provide. 

 Devices, the most common being the mouse, keyboard and printer devices in technologies. 

 Transfer of files between a device via and OBEX. 

6. Definitions of Bluetooth Wireless technology. 

Piconet Devices connected in an ad hoc fashion to not requiring predefinition and planning has been going, as with a standard 

network. Two to eight devices can be networked into a piconet each device services are equal access to the others one device is 

defined as masters, and there are other slaves too. Scatter net Severally piconets may form a larger scatter net, with each piconet 

maintaining independence. Masters unit is that the master technology in a piconet whose clocks and hopping continues synchronizes 

the other devices. Slave unit Devices in a piconet that are not the masters technology.MAC address is to be Three-bit address that 

distinguishes of each unit in a piconet. Parked units Piconet devices that are synchronized but don't have MAC addresses in masters. 

Sniff and hold mode Power-saving mode of a piconet devices of technologies. 

7. Transmission of Data: 

Synchronous Connection Oriented (SCO) - for voices, and Asynchronous Connectionless (ACL) - for data. Within a piconet, 

each masters-slave pairs can use a different transmission mode, and modes can be changed by at any time Time Division Duplex 

(TDD) is used by both SCO and ACL - support and there are 16 types of packets Because of the need for smoothness in data 

transmission technology, SCO packets are the generally delivered via reserved intervals, that is, the packets are sent in groups 

without allowing other transmissions to interrupt. SCO packets can be transmitted without of polling by the sending unit. ACL links 

to be support both symmetrically and asymmetrically transmissions. Bandwidth is controlled by the master’s unit Slaves cannot 

transmitted data until they had been polled by the masters, and the masters can be broadcast messages at slave units via ACL link 

in a technology. 
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8. Wi-Fi in Networking VS Bluetooth: 

Wireless Bluetooth phones, printers, modems, and headsets devices are two or more devices are in proximity to each and every 

device and don't require high bandwidth phones and hand-helding computing devices, or either using a Bluetooth Wireless headset 

or transferring files from phones/PDAs to the computers and its simplified the discovery and setup of technology services. 

Advertised all services they actually provide utility - more accessible, no worry about networking addresses, permissions and all 

the other considerations that go with typical networking technologies. 

Wi-Fi traditionally Ethernet network it requires configuration to the set up shared resources, transmitting files, set up to audio links 

(e.g. headsets and wireless devices),uses the same radio frequencies as like a Bluetooth, but with higher power of consumption 

resulting in a stronger connection requires of its  more setup to the good for operating full-scale networks - faster connection, better 

range from the base station, and better security than Bluetooth. Method for comparing the efficiency of wireless transmission 

protocols such as wireless Bluetooth technology and Wi-Fi is called spatial capacity in connections. 

9. CONCULUSION: 

Wireless Bluetooth has become a revelation in the field of mobile phones to begin used. Almost all mobile companies are using 

their new models of incorporating a wireless Bluetooth device. It has been also become an inextricable tool in the field of networking 

as it provides superior securities. It is used for the data transfer, loan access, internet bridge, synchronization and are included in a 

several headsets of Bluetooth. Vast researches are done in the field of Wireless Bluetooth. Bluetooth has special interest in a group 

of planning to incorporate Ultra-Wide Band Radio's Technology into the Bluetooth which will enable very fast data transfer rates 

for Bluetooth devices. They are also planning to the build of lower energy and its ultra-small version to incorporate Bluetooth 

devices in a wrist watch. The day won’t be far when every mobile, pc’s, watches will contain a wireless Bluetooth device integrated 

on it. 
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